This paper compares option pricing models, based on Black model notion (Black, 1976) , especially focusing on the volatility models implied in the process of pricing. We calculated the Black model with historical (BHV), implied (BIV) and several different types of realized (BRV) volatility (additionally searching for the optimal interval Δ, and parameter n -the memory of the process). Our main intention was to find the best model, i.e. which predicts the actual market price with minimum error. We focused on the HF data and bidask quotes (instead of transactional data) in order to omit the problem of non-synchronous trading and additionally to increase the significance of our research through numerous observations. After calculation of several error statistics (RMSE, HMAE and HRMSE) and additionally the percent of price overpredictions, the results confirmed our initial intuition that that BIV is the best model, BHV being the second best, and BRV -the least efficient of them. The division of our database into different classes of moneyness ratio and TTM enabled us to observe the distinct differences between compared pricing models. Additionally, focusing on the same pricing model with different volatility processes results in the conclusion that point-estimate, not averaged process of RV is the main reason of high errors and instability of valuation in high volatility environment. Finally, we have been able to detect "spurious outliers" and explain their effect and the reason for them owing to the multi-dimensional comparison of the pricing error statistics.
Introduction
Option trading dates back to the seventeenth century, when options were part of (and one of the reasons for) the South Sea bubble and Amsterdam tulip mania. However, only the 1970s brought the rapid growth in the options market. First, two famous papers by Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) introduced a formula for valuing European options (the BSM model). 1973 is also the year when the Chicago Board of Options Exchange is founded -it means the beginning of trading on standardized listed options (CBOE adopted the Black-Scholes-Merton model for option pricing in 1975).
The rapid growth of option markets -due to the combination of (seemingly) reliable pricing formula and a good exchange mechanism -brought a lot of data and stimulated intensive development of option pricing research. Quite soon, empirical studies have shown rather clearly that some theoretical assumptions of the BSM model are not fully supported by these data (cf. Bates 2003) and that the BS formula exhibits substantial pricing biases across both moneyness and maturity (Bakshi et al. 1997 ). Recent decades have witnessed a great number of new models, each of them relaxing some of the restrictive assumptions of the BSM model (Broadie and Detemple 2004 , Garcia et al. 2010 , Han 2008 , Mitra 2009 ). There is also a growing literature devoted to comparisons of their various features, though even the best metric for comparison is a controversial issue (Bams et al. 2009 ). On the other hand, the BSM model is still widely used not only as some kind of benchmark in comparative studies mentioned earlier, but also among financial practitioners. Christoffersen and Jacobs 2004 show that much of its appeal is related to the treatment of volatility -the only parameter of the BSM model that is however not directly observed.
Detailed analysis of literature ( 1 calculated on the basis of the last observation performs quite well even when compared with many different pricing models (standard BSM model, BSM with realized volatility, GARCH option pricing models or various stochastic volatility models). This fact leads us to the following hypothesis: the Black model with implied volatility gives the lowest pricing error as it includes the most recent observation when estimating volatility.
Of course, there is more than one way of measuring and estimating volatility and a number of other studies (Ammann et al. 2010 , Berkowitz 2010 , Martens and Zein 2004 suggest plausibly that it makes a difference what kind of volatility -historical, implied or realized -has been applied. That observation has been one of major factors defining the scope of this study. Thus, in order to verify our initial hypothesis we have to consider a few additional questions:
-what kind of volatility process should be used in the Black model? -what length of time period (parameter n -responsible for the memory of the process) should be used for averaging volatility in the estimation? -what is the optimal interval (delta) for estimating volatility? -do errors depend on option's time to maturity (TTM) and moneyness ratio (mr)? The general objective of the research project this paper describes is thus to join the search for the best option pricing model in the sense of its outcomes being close to market prices 2 . We begin with the Warsaw Stock Exchange (WSE) as the Polish market is what we know best and what is more important, it is often used by foreign investors to reflect their opinion about Central-Eastern European markets 3 . However, it means that we face several barriers typical for emerging markets (low liquidity, nonsynchronous trading etc.). They are the reason for using high frequency (HF) data (10-second data interval, based on tick data) for WIG20 index option quotes (bid and ask) in order to increase observed liquidity of the market and to remove nonsynchronous bias 4 . The choice of the market we study here has also another reason -the very limited knowledge we have on the option pricing in the Polish capital market. Most studies we know of exist only in Polish or in the form of unpublished papers, what makes them practically inaccessible to a wider audience. Moreover, they usually limit themselves to GARCH option pricing models (Osiewalski and Pipień 2003) . This paper is intended to close, at least partially, this gap as the only text covering similar issues we study here is Fiszeder 2008 , albeit he works only with daily data.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 introduces option pricing methodology with special focus on various volatility measures and their estimators. Section 3 provides detailed description of data we use and of the volatility processes we study. HF data bring a significant number of specific technical issues that constrain to some extent the whole research -section 4 begins with some comments covering these issues before presenting the results of our study in detail, and section 5 presents implications these results have for other financial models and for further research on option pricing and concludes.
Option pricing methodology
The literature mentioned above allows us to assume that the type of volatility process included in the option pricing model is the most important issue when searching for the best model. Therefore we decided to base our research on the standard BSM model for futures pricing, ie. the Black model (it is called further BHV -the Black model with historical volatility). The formulas for Black model (Black, 1976 ) are presented below:
where c and p are respectively valuation of a call and a put option, T is the expiration date, r is the risk-free rate, F -the futures price, K -underlying strike, and N(.) is the cumulative standard normal distribution.
We assume that we can price a European style option on WIG20 index applying the Black model for futures contract, where WIG20 index futures contract is the basis instrument. This is possible because of two reasons:
 WIG20 index futures mature exactly the same day as WIG20 index options, and the expiration prices are set exactly in the same way,  WIG20 index options are European-style options, so there is no need to worry about early expiration as there is in the case of American options 5 . Our use of the Black model instead of the BSM model has been motivated by two following facts: 4 The WIG20 is the index of twenty largest companies on the Warsaw Stock Exchange (further detailed information may be found at www.gpw.pl). 5 Early expiration of American-style option could result in the significant error in the case of such pricing, because of the difference in prices of index futures and of WIG20 index before the expiration date (the basis risk).
 We have to calculate the dividend ratio for the index, which might influence the final risk of our estimation -the Black model simplifies the process,  We can use the data from the period between 9.00 and 9.30 a.m. each day, though index quotation starts only at 9.30 a.m., which gives us longer trading day. We check the properties of the Black model with three different types of volatility estimators: historical volatility, realized volatility and implied volatility. Formulas for all three estimators are presented below.
Historical volatility (HV) estimator (standard deviation for log returns based on the daily interval) is directly derived from
where:
n VAR  -variance of log returns calculated on high frequency data on the basis of last n days, r i,t -log return for i-th interval 6 on day t with sampling frequency equal to Δ, which is calculated in the following way:
-close price for i-th interval on day t with sampling frequency equal Δ, N Δ -number of Δ intervals during the stock market session, n -memory of the process measured in days, used in the calculation of respective estimators and average measures. Implied volatility (IV) estimator is based on the most recent observation (mid-quotes), therefore sigma has been derived from the Black formula with the assumption that other parameters and the valuation results are given. We calculate the implied volatility for the previous observation separately for each TTM and moneyness classes (i.e. for 50 different classes). 7 The details of our option classification are presented in Section 4. This estimator is then treated as an input variable for volatility parameter in calculation of the theoretical value for the Black model with implied volatility (BIV) for the next observation.
In the next step, historical volatility is annualized and transformed into standard deviation because this is the parameter used in the Black model 8 :
Contrary to historical volatility which is based on the information from many periods (n>1), realized volatility estimator requires information only from the single period (interval Δ).
Therefore, the procedure of averaging and annualizing realized volatility estimator is slightly different from that presented in formula (9) 9 :
6 In the case of historical volatility estimator i=1 and NΔ=1 for every ri,t (daily log returns) and Ci,t in formulas (5), (6) and (7) . Moreover, we use constant value of parameter n=21, because we want to reflect the historical volatility from the last trading month. 7 The concept of division into TTM and moneyness classes is presented in detail in the results section. 8 We assume that we have 252 trading days in one calendar year. 
Data
The empirical analysis is based on high-frequency financial data for WIG20 index options and WIG20 futures 11 , supplied by Information Products Section of the WSE. These data cover the 9 In this study realized volatility is calculated for Δ = 10s, 1m, 5m, 15m. However, the procedure of averaging has been done only for 5-minute interval and n days, where n=1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and 21. It is widely accepted in financial literature that interval between 5 to 15 minutes makes the consensus between the nonsynchronous bias and other microstructure biases. 10 Initially, we calculated BRV model with different : 10s, 1m, 5m, and 15m. We have checked the properties of average RVs with different values of parameter n in option pricing models. Therefore, we calculate BRV models based on 5m interval with different values of averaging parameter (n=1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and 21). As a result, we obtain the following seven BRV models: BRV5m, BRV5m_1, BRV5m_2, BRV5m_3, BRV5m_5, BRV5m_10, and BRV5m_21. In section 5 we present all these models in two set of comparisons: 1. BRV10s, BRV5m, BRV5m_5, BRV5m_21, BHV, and BIV -in order to choose the best model, 2. BRV5m, BRV5m_1, BRV5m_2, BRV5m_3, BRV5m_5, BRV5m_10, BRV5m_21 -in order to reveal the properties of averaging.
period from January 2, 2008 to June 20, 2008 . Tick data have been aggregated -because of wellknown statistical problems -to 10-second quotes. The number of 10-second bid-ask quotes for a trading day depends on the trading hours for option and futures contracts. The trading takes place from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. for the time period we study 12 . We take into account only those quotes for which we had both bid and ask quotes simultaneously, so we are able to calculate the mid quotes 13 . They are later treated as the market consensus of option investors and are used for comparison with theoretical prices obtained from the option pricing models. We do not make any corrections for outliers, because we want to show fully properties of models we test here even for options with low prices and short time to maturity (TTM), which are usually excluded from similar studies.
Additionally, we use WIBOR interest rate (converted into 10-second intervals) as the interest free rate in option pricing models and we calculate TTM in seconds.
As a result we obtain complete data for 128 index options (65 call and 63 put options expiring in March, June and September). Thus, we had 318 718 10-second observations (midquotes, Wibor rates, TTM and strike prices for each options) in our sample period (118 trading days with 2701 observations for each day). These data are then used in the process of calculation of volatility parameters (HV, RV and IV) and later on for theoretical option valuation (BHV, BRV and BIV model).
3.2. The descriptive statistics for WIG20 futures time series. Table 3 .1 summarizes the descriptive statistics for 10-second interval data for continuous futures contract (with and without the opening jump effect -described respectively as R f and R f' ) in order to show the distribution for the basis instrument. It is shown in order to reference to the crucial assumption of option pricing models tested in this paper, e.g. the normality of returns 14 . The statistics we present below seem to confirm our belief that the distribution of HF data is not exactly normal. 13 Mid quote = (bid+ask)/2. 14 The continuous time series for futures contracts was created based on the notion that the expiring futures contract was replaced by the next series. 15 Analyzing both return series we can see high kurtosis, enormous Jarque-Berra statistics and high negative (in case of Rf) or high positive (in case of Rf') skewness. Mean returns are small and are not significantly different from zero. Distributions of both time series are leptokurtic, i.e. they have fat tails and a substantial peak at zero. Formally, this non-normality means that we should not use the standard BSM model to price an option on such a basis instrument. Therefore, we have decided to transform the standard BSM model through the inclusion of non-standard volatility parameters.
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The description of volatility processes
Finally, before we come to the main section of results, we present some properties of volatility parameters distributions (presented as Figures 3.3 , 3.4 and 3.5). We believe that they are the main reason of differences between option pricing models we compare. First of all, realized volatility time series which is not averaged (RV_f1_5m) exhibits substantial volatility of volatility (parameter kappa in stochastic volatility models), especially in comparison with averaged RV, which then strongly influences the results for BRV model. This feature of RV is responsible for the high errors of these models, especially in high volatility environment. Table 3 .2 additionally confirms the observation based on Figure 3 .3 concerning the effect of averaging RV estimator on its efficiency (decreasing standard deviation and narrower range of fluctuations of RV while parametr n increases). On the other hand we can see that the mean value of RV is robust to the process of averaging, what informs us, that higher volatility for estimator with lower n, is responsible for rather symmetrical departure from the mean value. Secondly, the process of averaging RV estimator drives it closely to the classical volatility estimator, especially in cases with the same value of parameter n (responsible for the memory of the process). Thirdly, Figure 3 .4 and Figure 3 .5 reveal that implied volatility explodes for the very short TTM (less than 5 days) and very low-priced options (i.e. deep OTM), whether they are call or put options. Probably, this was the reason for excluding options with short TTM and market premium lower than 5 or 10 in most of research studies comparing different volatility models. However, we have decided to conduct our research on non-modified initial database in order to deeply investigate these properties of volatility estimators and additionally to answer the question what observations and when should we treate as outliers. 
Results
Option classification
After calculating theoretical prices for each model we obtain more than 21 millions theoretical premiums. Basing on these premiums and the mid-quotes we calculate error statistics for 6 pricing models (BHV, BRV10s, BRV5m, BRV5m_5, BRV5m_21, and BIV) 16 . We order them according to: The numbers presented in the above table and figures below inform us that the activity of market participants, within the research period, was focused on deep ITM and ITM put options and deep OTM and OTM call options. However, it was not real emergin market characteristic of liquidity but only the result of a sharp downward movement of WIG20 prices in the period we study and of the procedure of introducing new strike prices by the stock exchange. request). Then, we decided to additionally present the results for models with averaged value of RV estimator. Moreover, in the final part of the result section we present the comparison only for the BRV models with RV5m with different values for parameter n. They are presented to show properties of averaging the volatility parameter in the process of option pricing. 17 Moneyness ratio is calculated according to the following formula, which was only adjusted for the use of futures contract as the basis instrument: Additional information about available strike prices and active mid quotes is presented in Figures 4.3, 4 .4, 4.5, and 4.6, separately for call and put options 18 . These histograms confirm observation revealed by previous figures that we had a great number of ITM and deep ITM put options and OTM and deep OTM call option available on WSE in the sample period. However, only part of the available strike prices were quoted by the market participants. That is an additional confirmation that the Polish equity option market is not fully mature in terms of liquidity. 
Technical and statistical issues when dealing with HF data.
Before we go to the main section of results we want to describe briefly the main problems and obstacles we encounter in the process of this research. The first problem we face is how to present our results. Taking into account that we want to show detailed results (4 error statistics) for six models (call and put separately) divided into 5 class of TTM and 5 class of moneyness ratio we obtain 1200 values of error statistics. Presenting them in a table or a number of tables does not seem practical. Therefore, we decided to use 3-D figures with boxes scaled with global and local minima and maxima in order to show in a transparent manner differences among our models along various dimensions. The detailed description of the way of the presentation is described in the results section.
The comparison of option pricing models is based on three types of error statistics: relative (HMAE and HMRSE), absolute (RMSE), and additionally OP. However, we believe that RMSE (the type of absolute statistics), that is most often used in that kind of research, is not appropriate in some situations. It can lead to wrong conclusions (Figure 4.8 or 4.12) , especially when we try to find some patterns comparing models in the same TTM or moneyness ratio class. Relative statistics are much better suited for evaluation in this case. We describe this phenomenon in detail in the next subsection.
Analyzing results we have discovered several untypical observations. We investigate the cause thereof and we try to answer the question whether we could treat them as outliers. These observations happen for the following models and error statistics:
-HMAE and HRMSE, Call, TTM=3 and mr=1 for BRV10s, BRV5m, BRV5m_5; -HMAE and HRMSE, Call, TTM=1 and mr=1 for BIV; -RMSE, Put, TTM=1, 2, 3 and mr=5 for all models;
-HMAE and HRMSE, Put, TTM=1 mr=2,3 for BIV models;
Results
Before we present our results, some comments about the Black model with realized volatility are in order. Actually, we have considered several different BRV models. They were tested using different values of the Δ parameter: 10 seconds, 1 minute, 5 minutes and 15 minutes. We also examined a number of averaging parameters: 1 day, 2 days, 3 days, 5 days, 10 days and 21 days. Eventually, we have decided to include in our comparison the BRV models with the Δ parameters only of 10 seconds and 5 minutes and additionally, for the latter one the averaging parameter of 5 days and 21 days. Therefore, when we investigate the impact of averaging parameter we focus on the realized volatility computed in the interval of 5 minutes that is averaged across different periods.
The very great number of values of 4 error statistics we use force us to present those results in a smart way in order to spot any patterns emerging from them. Thus, we present our results in three different ways.
In the first approach (Figures 4.7 -4.14) we present values of 4 error statistics: OP, RMSE, HMAE, HRMSE. They have been separately calculated for six different models. Each figure contains five boxes presented for five moneyness classes. Vertical axes in each box show values of a given statistic for six models (first horizontal axis) and five TTM classes (second horizontal axis). The models are always presented in the same order: 1. BRV10s, 2. BRV5m, 3. BRV5m_5, 4. BRV5m_21, 5. BHV, 6. BIV. Within each figure, each box has the same scale on vertical axis. Aditionally, local minima are marked with blue color and maxima with red color.
The second approach is to look at the pricing errors in a somewhat different way. Figure 4 .15 presents HMAE statistics for PUT options with respect to time to maturity and moneyness ratio for six models separately. This allows us to identify the effect of TTM and mr on pricing error and how this effect differs for different models.
The third way is to compare the BRV models only. Moreover, we observe that the pricing error increases with time to maturity. However, this is not confirmed later on by HMAE and HRMSE statistics. Thus, such an effect may arise only due to higher option values with relatively long time to maturity. Hence, we argue that the RMSE statistics used for comparing pricing error for options with different TTM is a misleading metric. 9 contains values for the first relative statistic, HMAE. Again, no significant differences for models with realized volatility (BRV10s, BRV5m, BRV5m_5) can be found. We observe best results for the BIV model, and then for the BHV and the BRV5m_21 models.
Very high HMAE values for the BRV models for deep OTM class seem to suggest the existence of two kinds of outliers in initial data. We intentionally left them at this stage although they distort other results 19 . These outliers are the outcome of point estimates for volatility. That is why we call them "spurious outliers" as their cause is the specific nature of the BRV model and not the data values themselves.
The first kind of "spurious effect" we observe for the BRV10s, BRV5m, BRV5m_5 models and for time to maturity between 31 and 60 days. We notice that for these classes, average pricing error values were up to 600%. The main reason for this error is that the BRV model is based on sigma parameters (RV estimator) computed for the previous day (only one day -not averaged). During the periods of high market volatility differences between values of sigma parameter for two consecutive days are up to 50% and occasionally even higher. Enormous mispricings emerging as a result (even up to 40 000% in sepcific cases) what obviously influences the average value of pricing error. One can ask why so high errors appear when time to maturity is between 31-60 days and only for deep OTM options. The reason is that during high market volatility periods (in mid January, 2008) options that mature in March were actually classified with TTM=3 status. Secondly, deep OTM options have highest value of the relative Vega parameter and hence their price is very sensitive with respect to changes of volatility of the futures prices of the market index.
The second kind of "spurious effect" we can observe for the BIV model and for time to maturity between 0 and 15 days. However, this effect is not visible for RMSE statistic. Hence, it concerns only low-priced options. Secondly, it is also not visible for the OP statistics. That means that the fraction of price underpredictions equals the fraction of price overpredictions. The pricing error is due to very high differences between the BIV model valuation and mid-quote when the former is lower than the latter. Such a situation appears mostly when the market-maker withdraws his bid offers. The new mid-quote is then calculated on the basis of an old ask offer and a new bid offer (mostly significantly lower). As a result, mid-quote often changes by dozens of percent points.
However, there is also an alternative explanation for the second kind of "spurious effect", even more appropriate when we discuss the properties of BIV model. It may be partly explained by the characteristic path of the implied volatility when time to maturity is less than 10 or 15 days. In such periods the implied volatility simply explodes. As a result, for the low-priced deep OTM options the pricing error related to the option price is so high that it could significantly alter an average value of HMAE or HRMSE statistics, even when the number of observations with extremely high volatility is relatively low.
Values of the second relative statistic, HRMSE, are presented in Figure 4 .10. The results confirm conclusions derived from HMAE statistics. Fistly, we observe "spurious outliers". Secondly, there are no differences for BRV10s, BRV5m and BRV5m_5. And finally, again we can acknowledge the BIV model as the most efficient one. The reason for the high values of the OP statistics for the BHV model and time to maturity between 61 and 90 days is that prices of the BHV model are affected by the long-memory effect typical for the historical volatility estimator. Opposed to that, market participants adjust to the new market volaitlity levels much more rapidly, what is reflected in mid-quotes. This is actually related to one of our reasearch questions: what is the optimal level of n parameter, representing long-memory effect of the volatility process. Analysing RMSE values on Figure 4 .12 we again observe no significant differences between the BRV10s, then BRV5m and the BRV5m_5 models. The lowest values of RMSE statistics have been obtained for the BIV model, slightly higher for the BHV model and even more higher for the BRV5m_21 model. Similarly to the results for the call options, the pricing error seems to increase with higher time to maturity (exception are options within the deep ITM class). Again, the reason for that could be much more higher option prices when time to maturity is relatively long. For that reason, we argue that the far better way to compare pricing errors for options with different TTM are relative statistics, like HMAE or HRMSE.
Last "spurious effect" is revealed through very high RMSE values for the BRV and the BHV models for the deep ITM class with time to maturity between 0 and 15 days. Again, this may be due to possible "spurious outliers" present in the data. This effect, however, is not visible for the HMAE and HRMSE statistics which means that the effect concerns only highly priced options, where the pricing error related to the mid-quote is not as high as it is when computed in absolute values. Therefore, the possible reason for that is the situation when the market-maker withdraws his ask offers and hence the mid-quotes can suddenly increase by a high amount. This effect is present not only for the time to maturity between 0 and 30 days, but also for other TTM classes. On the other hand, this effect is visible only for the deep ITM options because they have highest prices and hence their pricing errors in absolute values have the greatest effect on the RMSE values.
Two relative statistics once again confirm previous findings that there are no significant differences between the BRV10s, the BRV5m and the BRV5m_5 models (Figure 4 Additionaly, we analyse pricing errors looking at them along some other dimensions. Figure  4 .15 presents HMAE statistics calculated for put options with respect to TTM and moneyness ratio, for six models separately. Here again we find the BIV model as the best one. The BHV model has slightly higher HMAE values. We can also see no significant differences among first three BRV models. BRV5m_3, 5. BRV5m_5, 6. BRV5m_10, 7. BRV5m_21. We observe that the pricing error decreases as the averaging parameter increases. We get the smallest pricing error for the BRV5m_21 model, ie. BRV model with 5-minute realized volatility averaged across the last 21 days. On the other hand, error values increase with the higher time to maturity, but not in a stable way. Moreover, we can see that moneyness ratio does not influence model quality. Figure 4 .16. For time to maturity over 30 days pricing error values seem to decline as the averaging parameter increases. When time to maturity is shorter than 30 days we observe no differences among the BRV models.
To sum up, we can conclude that, on average, the smallest pricing errors have been obtained for the BIV model. It has been the best model in most of comparisons, regardless of the TTM and moneyness ratio class and the type of option. The second place belongs to the Black model with historical volatility and the third place to the Black model with realized volatility averaged across the period of 21 days. The pricing errors for the latter one were only slightly worse than for the BHV model. The highest pricing error values have been obtained for the Black model with nonaveraged realized volatility. Additionally, we observe no significant differences between the Black models with non-averaged realized volatilities computed for 10-second and 5-minutes intervals. It can mean that there is no point in calculating the RV for higher-frequencies because the accuracy of volatility estimates can be offset by revealing microstructure biases.
We have also observed that the averaging parameter used in calculation of realized volatility has an important effect on pricing error. When realized volatility is averaged across the period of 21 days the error statistics are very similar to those obtained for the Black model with the historical volatility.
In addition, when we investigate values of error statistics with respect to different TTM and moneyness ratio class we can observe that the pricing error is much smaller when time to maturity is relatively long and the option belongs to the ITM and the deep ITM class.
We also detected some "spurious outliers", i.e. observations with model valuations extraordinarily distant from other theoretical prices and market mid-quotes within a given TTM and moneyness ratio class. We do not exclude them, although, when present, they make the whole analysis much more difficult. Nevertheless, we have been able to detect them and explain their effect and the reason for thanks to the multi-dimensional comparison of the pricing error statistics.
Conclusions and further research.
Applying high-frequency (10-seconds) data for WIG20 index options we have verified the efficiency of different option pricing models. We applied various volatility processes (historical, realized, and implied) for the Black model in order to check our research hypothesis. Additionally, we calculated these models for different interval Δ and parameter n in order to discuss the influence of these parameters on final valuation and stability of volatility estimators. Moreover, we analyze results for 5 classes of moneyness ratio and TTM in order to reveal some patterns in valuation and explain the behavior of models we use for options with different time to maturity and whole span of strike prices. Finally, we discuss the possibility of and the reason for outlier exclusion.
Our findings support our initial hypothesis that the BIV model gives the best results, the BHV model is slightly worse, and BRV models give clearly the worst results (but the results for different concepts of BRV models significantly differ). These results are robust to changing TTM and moneyness ratio and are confirmed by four different types of error statistics. We believe that the reason for poor outcomes for the BRV model is the way how RV estimator is calculated (this estimator is characterised by very high volatility). RV can be described as point estimate in comparison with historical volatility which is rather range estimate, and we observe that this characteristic of RV is responsible for the worst results. Focusing on BRV models, we obtain best results for averaged models with the largest parameter n we test for (n=21). This value of n makes the result for the BRV5m_21 closer to the BHV model but does not clearly answer the question what is the best value for the parameter describing the process memory in volatility estimation. This issue requires further detailed studies.
Presenting results for different classes of TTM and moneyness ratio reveals some patterns of valuation in the case of put options. There is a clear relation between model error and TTM, and model error and moneyness ratio, which can be described briefly as follows: high error values for low TTM and moneyness ratio, and best fit for high TTM and moneyness ratio. The incidence of this pattern only for put options does not mean that call options are not characterized by similar behaviour. However, the possible existence of outliers made it impossible to reveal analogous pattern for call options.
Multidimensional presentation of raw data allows us to indicate some spurious outliers that actually are no true outliers at all. They result from the model misspecification (e.g. not appropriate volatility estimator) and can change the final evaluation of the specific model efficiency when excluded from further calculations. We provide the detailed explanation and the reason for them in the result section.
Results we present here and significant lack of papers testing various option pricing models for emerging CEE markets data suggest several enhancements which can be made. First of all, we should test other option pricing models like GARCH (based on the methodology presented in Duan (1995 Duan ( , 1999 ) and SV models (Heston (1993) , Hull and White (1987) ). Secondly, there is a space for models with different assumptions of volatility distributions taking into account not only the rigorous definitions of parameters and delta interval in realized volatility (Slepaczuk and Zakrzewski (2009)) or the way of implied volatility estimator calculations but the latest results concerning high-frequency and model-free volatility indexes (based on VIX index methodology) as well. Thirdly, more effort should be put to outlier identification because as it is explained in detail in the previous section it is not clear whether we can exclude these observations for which TTM is lower than specific number of days (e.g. 5 or 10 days), mr is not limited by the fixed interval (e.g. 0.8 to 1.2), and the market premium is lower than some established value (e.g. 5, 10 or 15 pts), as it is assumed in many other research papers without any further investigations. Fourthly, the results for bid-ask quotes tested in this paper should be compared with the transactional prices. It will significantly decrease the number of observations but will enable us to verify the results for the real market behaviour not only the potential one. Time needed for calculations and disk space limitation made it impossible to conduct this study for the whole period of index options quotations on WSE (starting from September, 2003), but we are aware of the fact that option pricing models can behave differently in high or low volatility environment or for upward or downward market trends. This issue requires further investigations. Results could significantly differ for the markets with various degree of efficiency, so conducting the similar study for other markets in different countries (emerging and developed with different depth in terms of liquidity) should be the subject of further analyses. Moreover, results we have obtained in terms of the efficiency of implied volatility estimator in comparison with HV and RV could be additionally verified by simple econometric regression of future RV (as dependent variable) on HV, RV or IV (as explanatory variables). The last issue, which can be developed further, is the verification of statistical significance of our results which can be done in several ways:  estimating econometric models where we try to explain the magnitude of error statistics (RMSE, OP, HMAE or HRMSE) with respect to TTM, mr, and dummy variables for each model separately,  analysis of variance for each error statistics for call and put models separately, in order to additionally confirm the differences between models and patterns in valuation presented in figures and in tables in section 4 and in Appendix. Nevertheless, our paper is one of the first to compare the option pricing models on highfrequency data for Eastern European emerging markets, we are aware of the fact that further research is needed. 
